Bluetooth is a technology for short range wireless real-time data transfer between devices. It is becoming increasingly more prevalent in modern society, with technical gadgets now ranging from mobile phones and game controllers to PDAs and personal computers. In Bangladesh, use of technology has not reached its maximum potential and it is yet to spread among the majority of population and devices like PDA/Smart phones/Laptops that consist of WLAN feature is not widely used in public environments. But the use of basic mobile phones (consisting of Bluetooth feature) is greatly increasing over the years. This paper proposes a way to implement the Bluetooth Standard as a communication medium for a social network like a university in order to send and receive valuable information and services which can be used as a cheaper solution and replacement to WLAN devices. However, Bluetooth has security threats too; hence this paper also addresses the potential weaknesses and vulnerabilities in security protocols of this technology so that protection against malicious attacks, identity theft and eavesdropping can be insured. Due to the public nature of this network some application level security features have been incorporated to make it a safer network. Finally, the paper concludes w ith some recommendations for the future works regarding this Bluetooth networking concept.
INTRODUCTION
Bluetooth has been considered as a cheap, reliable, and powerefficient replacement of cables for devices with varying applications. Bluetooth technology was officially introduced in the summer of 1999. Since then it is widely used in various electronic equipments. Today, the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) is comprised of over 14,000 members who are the leaders in the telecommunications, computing, automotive, music, apparel, industrial automation, and network industries [1] . By using hardware and smart software algorithms Bluetooth achieves the status of an efficient, flexible and secure wireless communication system [2] [3] . The Bluetooth radio chip provides the communication between devices. Each Bluetooth chip has an identity coding and different types of links. Two devices must have the same type of link in order to establish communication. The concept behind a Bluetooth communication is the use of "masters" and "slaves". The master device works as the moderator in the communication between itself and the slave devices as well as between the slave devices themselves. Figure. 1 illustrates the master and slave concept.
Figure 1: Basic Bluetooth Architecture
Trusted relationships between devices called Pairing are formed by exchanging shared secret codes, referred to as PINs [4] . A master device has the option of pairing with up to seven slave devices establishing what is called a Piconet. Two or more Piconets form together a Scatternet, which can be used to eliminate Bluetooth range restrictions. Scatternets are formed when devices act as master or slaves in multiple Piconets at the same time [5] [6] . Some key technical features of this technology have been summarized in Table 1 . Bluetooth based university network has been proposed in Section 3 and Section 4 concludes the paper.
BLUETOOTH NETWORK VULNERABILITIES
Since there are now billions of Bluetooth devices in use, malicious security violations are expected to increase in the near future. Bluetooth security architecture needs constant upgrading to prevent new unknown threats. Since Bluetooth is a wireless communication system, there is always a possibility that the transmission could be deliberately jammed or intercepted, or that false or modified information could be passed to the devices by attackers and cyber-criminals [7] [8] [9] . Security threats in Bluetooth can be divided into three major categories:
Disclosure threat -the information can leak from the target system to an eavesdropper that is not authorized to access the information.
Integrity threat -the intentional alteration of information in an attempt to mislead the recipient.
Denial of Service (DoS) threat -blocking access to a service to make it either unavailable or severely limiting its availability to an authorized user.
The problems regarding Bluetooth security have been around since its inception. But it became a significant problem when it was incorporated into mobile devices [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Some of the recent and significant incidents about the security issues are enlisted below:
In 2003, Bend and Adam from A.L. Digital Ltd. discovered and published serious flaws in the Bluetooth regarding the protocol that could lead to loss of personal information [16] . In 2004, the first Bluetooth virus was reported as a proof-of-concept. It proved a "potential" threat to the technology [17] . In January 2005, a mobile "malware" called Lasco was detected; it was a self replicating worm which was successful in rendering mobile devices unstable before infecting another device [18] . The descriptions of all these attacks are beyond the scope of this paper. In the following section, we propose a secure Bluetooth based university network that will have the ability to prevent some of the attacks mentioned above.
BLUETOOTH BASED UNIVERSITY NETWORK
Although the concept of Bluetooth networking is old but the possibilities of using it in an academic community or social environment is considered a new and exciting endeavor towards modern communication systems. Some general concepts of Bluetooth networking are mentioned in [27] . The scope of this system is to use the Bluetooth technology to provide some value added services and create a simple solution to introduce the university campus community to a modern and unique level of communication. We would like to name such a network as "VUES Bluetooth Network" or "VUES BT-NET" because most universities has a department named VUES that handles all the necessary digital management of the university . We would like to suggest a secured Bluetooth network for this department.
Since Bluetooth operates in a license-free band and comes built into most of the mobile devices used widely in a social community, it seemed a reasonably good choice to be the ideal cost effective, low powered communication system for a university. Some of the services discussed here could easily be delivered by using WLAN, but it is only found on portable computers/PDAs and is not as yet common in basic mobile phones. M oreover, WLAN has high power consumption as compared to Bluetooth [28] . This section explains the different aspects of the system and its feasibility for implementation.
There are four major components of this Bluetooth network:
Hardware Implementation -Bluetooth "hotspots" are positioned on specific areas of the campus based on the range and the density of users. Software Implementation -Developing a client side (mobile phone) and server side (computer server) versions of the applications to interact between the server and clients over the network. Setup Cost factors -it is an important part of the whole design of the system because the VUES BT-NET project must be financially viable in order to be implemented. Strong Security Policy -Due to the social nature of this network, the system must have adequate security measures against the common attacks as described earlier in this paper. Strong countermeasures are therefore necessary to prevent most of the attacks at different protocol levels.
Hardware Imple mentation
"Hotspots" are managed in this Bluetooth Network by Bluetooth Access Points. Bluetooth Access Point is a Bluetooth router-like device that connects to a server via LAN/WLAN and it is capable of handling mass amounts of users via Bluetooth interface [29] . A recommended Bluetooth Access Point product can be the Parani-M SP1000 manufactured by SENA Technologies, CA, USA. It can simultaneously connect 28-40 devices under an operating range of 150m -1000m (with extended antenna). Access Point devices can set up a connection automatically similar to a WLAN router, but works only for Bluetooth based devices. These Bluetooth Access Points will be connected to a main server running the server side software. Users will use these "hotspots" to interact with the BT-NET network interface via mobile phones. The hardware required to build the network are the Bluetooth Access Point Devices (Class-1 device) and connecting cables (CAT-6). The Bluetooth Access Points are to be placed at specific locations with maximum user density including student lobby, study Area, canteen, library and faculty lounge. These areas are usually crowded with users who can easily access the network from their mobile phones to exchange information. CAT-6 cables are required to connect the Bluetooth Access Points via LAN to a central local server of a single campus. The hardware should be implemented in such a way that will create a huge Scatternet for each campus based on several Piconets thus eliminating the range restrictions within each campus. The hardest part of this project is managed by the software applications. The hardware implementation is very much simple and also cost effective compared to other wireless solutions.
Software Imple mentation
The system can be built by first developing a Bluetooth client side application for the mobile phones using J2M E platform. It can be called "BT-NET Client". This can be done by the programmers of the VUES department. Subsequently, a server side application will also have to be developed using dotNet platform for Windows OS or other platforms suitable for the existing server operating system that will use the Bluetooth Stacks to manage the network services. The server application can be named "BT-NET Server". The client side software will be installed on every registered cell phone under the network and provide a list of services available to each user from the server and an interface to communicate and request information to or from the server. The main challenging work involves in integrating and linking each user"s registered phone to their respective VUES account with the university"s master database. This can become a tedious task and it is essential for creating the M obile ID and M obile Wallet for each user which is explained later in this paper.
Setup Cost Estimates
The main hardware is the Bluetooth Access Point Device. The Access Point devices costs between USD 150 -450 (at the time of writing this paper) which is less expensive compared to any other professional grade WLAN router devices. With respect to the size of the campus area for which this network will be designed and according to the network architecture there may be varying cost factors but for our research purposes, we have assumed the calculations according to our university campus size and it requires 3 hotspots for every campus and by implementing this in 2 campuses for beta testing the system requires 6 Access Point devices. The CAT-6 cables are readily available. The estimated hardware costs can add up to around USD 3000 -this cost can be very much affordable for a university in order to implement this system as a prototype.
Security Conce rns
Security between the users and the server is crucial because it is a massive public place and any attacker can harm the system or steal private information if adequate measures are not taken. Therefore, in addition to the pairing of each device with a strong key, establishing maximum allowed bits of encryption for each registered user in the network and using strong antivirus and firewall software on both client and server side devices can improve security against malicious attacks. There must also be an application level unique security code or password that will be used by each user every time to access the VUES BT-NET, thereby minimizing the risk of being exposed to open attacks. The code should have a timeout of 10-20 s econds of idle time after which the user will have to login again. This will be more effective as an added layer of security over the standard protocols and it can greatly increase the reliability of the system. It will be less prone to common attacks described earlier in this paper due to the short time of live idle connection to the network. There are much more security features as discussed in [30] that can be integrated to this system but it is beyond the scope of this paper. Figure 2 , illustrates the different types of services that can be offered under the Bluetooth network. The routine tasks/services that can be carried out over the VUES BT-NET right from the user"s mobile phone can include:
Network Services
Creating a M obile ID as an alternative to standard IDs by registering respective user"s cell phone into the VUES BT-NET. M obile ID can be used for checking v alidity of students at the entrance gate. If the students forget to their bring
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ID cards, M obile ID will be registered into the Bluetooth network as soon as the student approaches the entrance gate and the system acknowledges the presence of the student on campus with a "Welcome to Campus-#" message. Where "#" represents the campus number of respective buildings since Bluetooth is a short range communication each campus will have their own set of Bluetooth Piconets. Send regular notices directly to the mobile phones of students/staff members as an alternative to conventional notice boards. Send updates or announcements of events or contest results over the network to the mobile phones to keep recipients updated on the campus activities. Send exam schedule or other important dates directly to mobile phones. Send campus location specific notices based on each Bluetooth network on every campus. All users will be able to order food from campus canteen and pay for it directly from the mobile phone over the Bluetooth network.
There can be a chat and file sharing application which can be used for social interaction within the community. M obile Bluetooth Payment System -An application that acts as a financial M obile Wallet can be used to pay for various services within the university. This application shall be linked with the student or staff member"s financial account with VUES and at the end of every month it will debit the main account for the payments made via the mobile payment system. The mobile wallet will act like a debit or credit card where each user will load a certain amount of credit to their mobile account which may be used to pay for various services. Services may include ordering food from the canteen, acquiring stationary items, pay photocopy or printing bills, etc. The payment method to load credit on the mobile wallet can be post-paid, i.e. at the end of every month, the total due payment is debited from the main VUES account of each respective user or the payment can be pre-paid, where a user first pays for the number of credits to load on the mobile wallet and can then use the credits at anytime with no more liability. Pre-paid system is safer, will work better and is easier to implement because the there is no need to charge each user for monthly bills which can be tedious to manage and there may be cases where someone fails to make payment and becomes a defaulter, therefore pre-paid system is the preferred method to load credit in the M obile Wallet. This method of payment, if possible to implement successfully can be a huge leap towards digital communication under Bluetooth network. There is high probability that all the users of this system will be very much attracted to this mobile payment service. Details of its implementation are beyond the scope of this paper but our research on this subject is ongoing. All the services can be provided by the university at a very cheap rate to compensate for the investments and efforts made to develop and manage such a huge network. This fee should be very minimum because this Bluetooth system and its services do not require any expenses paid to the mobile carrier (i.e. no use of internet, gprs, sms, mms or any other kind of mobile network services) which is very cost effective and also it acts as a mobile wallet with no huge fees or interest charges that credit cards have, thus making this system ideal for every user to get a low cost and effective solution for mobile communications. 
The Network Architecture
The VUES BT-NET system must have an accurate architecture in order to provide the desired services in the specific highly populated areas and exchange information flawlessly. Figure 3 , illustrates the basic structure of the network. The VUES Server maintains the current university network and BT -NET Server is a separate server managing the VUES BT-NET system. Each campus has its own BT-NET Local Server which interacts with the Bluetooth Access Points that are placed at various locations around the campus. Each campus has a different network in accordance to its perimeter range. All user devices in that vicinity will work only under that network range in that specific campus. The Bluetooth Access Points are conveniently placed at optimum locations inside the campus, for example the faculty lounge, lobby, entrance gate, and study area. Each Bluetooth Access Point acts as a M aster device for that specific area and all user devices under its vicinity work as Slaves thus forming a Piconet for that specific area. A campus has several Piconets at different locations (i.e. lobby, faculty lounge etc.) and they all together form a Scatternet which reports to the respective Local Server. Each Local Server is connected to the main BT-NET Server which makes it a part of the entire VUES university network currently under operation.
All the connections made between the Bluetooth Access Points, Local Servers, BT-NET Server and VUES Server are using standard CAT-6 Cable via LAN or just via WLAN without any cables -the latter can be expensive but have the advantage to be wireless although it may be irrelevant due to the servers being stationary at fixed locations therefore, CAT-6 cable connections are highly recommended to minimize implementation and maintenance costs.
Network Access Setup
The users with a Bluetooth enabled device (mobile phone) will pair with a nearby campus "hotspot" (via the Bluetooth Access Points) which can be done by the application software running on their mobile devices. Subsequently this pairing will be maintained by the device and the "hotspot". When user goes out of range, the device can go to standby mode thus enabling the hotspot to communicate with other users in the vicinity. This can be done dynamically even when user is in range and not requesting information to enable other users to access. Proper user traffic queuing and Bandwidth allocation needs to be maintained to offer users, smooth access to network services. The BT-NET Client application running on the phone will carry out an authentication protocol for VUES BT-NET (which is an application layer security measure to prevent unauthorized access to VUES BT-NET). After authentication the server will accept requests/push information based on user preferences.
A general concern in using Bluetooth is that only 8 devices can connect to the network at a time under a single Piconet but this limitation can be overcome because the Bluetooth Access Point device allows at least 28-40 multipoint simultaneous connections and the users can access the network in a queued system similar to GSM traffic management techniques. So the BT-NET system can control every device in the Piconet to actively reconfigure users in active, parked and standby modes to manage the number of connected users at an instance. 
Limitations
The proposed solution for creating the M obile ID as an alternative to the standard ID cards may have some issues like the mobile phone being stolen or lost, forgotten, or changed to a new mobile phone, therefore one must submit that change to the concerning department for issuing a new PIN code and password to register with VUES BT-NET and remove the old paired device respectively.
Another limitation of Bluetooth enabled devices is they have some range limits, outside a certain range they might not work properly although it can be overcome by effective network infrastructure design using efficient Scatternet planning and high grade Access Point devices which can extend the range up to 1000m. Also, unfortunately there is no mechanism to identify that the Bluetooth device user is the actual owner of that device, therefore in special cases, physical inspection via standard ID cards will be necessary (like during exams and other important events).
CONCLUSION
Bluetooth is a wireless technology which can do much more than just replace data cables between devices. With the release of the Bluetooth version 4.0 specification supporting higher data rates, greater range and safer security measures, Bluetooth is clearly a good choice for Wireless Networks. This paper shows a unique way of utilizing this amazing technology to achieve efficient ways of communication. The use of Bluetooth communication has always been at a personal level but never before at a public environment with high user density. This project proposed a system which can be used in mass public environments like a university. It has also been shown in this paper that a careful design of such network can ensure effective security. Some limitations of this network have also been discussed which may have solutions in the future through further ongoing research.
